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NATIONAL ADVISORY COV1IT,TEE FOR AERONAUTICS
ADVANCE RESTRICTED REPORT. 
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF RECTANGULAR EXHAUST-GAS 
EJECTORS APPLICABLE FOR ENGINE COOLING. 
By Eugene J. Manganiello and Donald Bogateky 
SUMMARY 
An experimental investigation of rectangular exhaust-gas ejector 
pumps was conducted to provide data that would serve as a guide to the 
design of ejector applications for aircraft engines with marginal cool-
ing. The pumping characteristics of rectangular ejectors actuated 
by the exhaust of asingle-cylinder aircraft engine were determined 
for a range of mixing-section area from 20to 50 square inches, 
over-all, length from 12 to 42 * .inches, aspect ratio from 1 to 5, 
diffusing exit area from 20 to 81 square inches, and aspect ratio 	 - 
of exhaust nozzle from .1 . to 42. Afew tests were conducted with 
a multistage ejector, a divided ejector, and an ejector incor-
porating bends along its length. 
With a decrease in the quantity of air pumped and an increase 
in the length of ejector, the ejector pressure rise increases 
to optimum values. Optimum values of ejector area were found 
to depend upon mass-flow ratio of air to exhaust gas for given 
engine operating conditions. Diffuser-exit sections considerably 
improved the performance of the ejectors. An arrangement of-a 
straight mixing section with a diffusing exit and a flattened 
exhaust nozzle provided the most favorable ejector performance. 
An ejector composed of a straight mixing section of 24-inch 
length and 25-square-inch area with a diffusing exit of 12-inch 
length and 1.87 exit area-entrance area ratio provided a pres-
sure rise of 6 inches of water for a mass flow of air repre-
sentative of cooling requirements (6 times the mass flow of - 
exhaust gas) for the engine when operated at  cruise power of 
85 indicated horsepower. 
A simplified analysis, which considers the effect of per-
tinent ejector variables and indicates the performance in terms 
of known engine quantities, was made. The agreement between 
theory and experiment was fair over the range of ejector config-
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the optimum ejector areas prescribed by' theory were smaller and the 
values of peak pressure rise predicted at the small optimum areas 
were higher than indicated by the tests. 
INTRODUCTION 
The cooling problem has been one of the main obstacles to the 
attainment of high power outiuts with'niodern air'cool'ed aircraft 
engines. Adequate cooling on the ground, , in climb, and in long-
range cruise has been' difficult o obtain in most submerged and 
pusher-type installations, and in some high-performance tractor 
installations. 'The possibility of the use of ejector pumps actuated 
by the engine exhaust has been suggested as a means of providing the 
additional cooling-air pressure drop required in installations with 
marginal cooling. 
Some exper i mental investigations of the ejector principle have 
been made in connection with aircraft problems. - References 1, 2, 
and 3 present results of ejector tests with regard to.
'
 let-thruot aug- 
mentation. The tests were condUcted, 'for the most par, with small-
scale models actuated by compressed air' under steady-flow conditions. 
Reference 3 also includes the results of 'some tests with exhaust-gas 
ejectors. Reference 4 reports an investigation of the design and 
operating conditions of small-scale compreCsed-air ejectors, the 
results of which are pertinent to their pumping as well as to thOir 
thrust-augmentation characteristics. In reference 5 results are 
presented of a preliminary, investigation made to determine the suit-
ability of ejectors actuated by the'exhast of a radial aircraft 
engine for providing engine cooling air at the ground condition. 
The Dress'uré drop's realized with some of the ejector combinations 
tested 'in reference 5 were of significant magnitude for cooling, 
References 6 and 7, published 'after the completlon of the present 
investigation, describe'tests made 'at the Northrop Aircraft, Inc. of 
a number of eftaust-ejeátOr systems for cooling aircraft engines. 
The results Of these tests showed that appreciable improvement in 
cooling could be obtained by the use of ejCc'tors. 
In view of the results presented in references 1 to 5 and of the 
general interest in ejector-cooling augmentation, the present tests 
were conducted at Langley Field, Va., in the fall of 1942 to obtain 
additional quantitative information on the performance of exhaust-gas 
ejector pumps and to provide design data for the application of 
ejectors to aircraft-Cnine'instailations. The publication of the 
results was delayed, by the transfer of the staff and equipment to 
Cleveland, Ohio.
 
The'experimental work was performed on ejectors of rectangular 
cross section actuated by the exhaust from a single-cylinder aircraft
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engine. The pumping characteristics of ejectors of various area 
were determined for a range of length, aspect ratio, diffusing exit, 
and shape of exhaust nozzle. EJectors of rectangular cross section 
were tested because it was felt that this approximate shape would 
readily lend itself to installation on engine cowls of conventional 
cpnfiguration. Engine power was limited to about the cruise value 
(0 percent rated). A simplified theoretical analysis was made that 
indicates ejector performance in terms of known engine and exhaust-
gas quantities.
ANALYSIS 
An ejector is a device in which the kinetic energy of one fluid 
is used to pump another fluid from a region of low pressure to a 
region of high pressure. 
In the present application, consideration is given to the use 
of the high-velocity exhaust-gas jets that issue from the individual 
exhaust stacks of the cylinders of an aircraft engine for pumping 
cooling air from the rear of the engine to the atmosphere. The 
effect of ejector action, then, Is to reduce the static pressure 
behind the engine and thus to increase the pressure drop available 
fo' cooling. Ejector action is effected by the transfer of momentum 
between the high-velocity exhaust-gas jet and'the low-velocity air 
in the mixing section. 
An ejector may be designed for constant pressure throughout the 
mixing section, in which case it has little value as a pump; on the 
other hand, a constant-area mixing section permits operation with a 
pressure rise and is therefore pertinent to the present application. 
The addition of a diffusing exit to the constant-area mixing section 
results in a further pressure rise owing to the conversion of veloc-
ity head. 
A theoretical equation for the pressure rise across the ejector 
is derived in the appendix and incor porates the assumptions that 
follow. 
The exhaust process in an engine ib an intermittent one in which 
the mass-flow rate, the velocity, and therefore the moicntum of the 
exhaust gas vary cyclically. Consequently, the inflowi; air and 
the o'tflowing mixture in the ejector actuated by the exhaust gas 
will be of a pulsating nature. The effect of the pulsating exhaust 
gas is taken into account by the use of a mean effective exhaust-gas 
velocity IT5 , which is introduced in reference 8 as the equivalent 
velocity that, when multiplied by the steady-flow average mass-flow
4
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rate-of exhaust gas, would produce the average-momentum obtained by 
thrust measurements. Unfortunately-, a similartreatment is not 
readily applicable to the air that enters and the mixture .that leaves 
the ejector. In view of the complicated naturé'of the pulsating air 
and the-mixture flow and their dependence upon mass-flow rate, 
ejector dimensions, and engine operating conditions, steady-flow 
values are assumed. Inasmuch as the pulsations in the air' flow are 
damped relative to those existing in the exhaust-gas flow, the devi-
ations incurred by the foregoing assumption should not be serious. 
The assumptions of complete mixing and absence of wail friction 
are made. The pressure rise obtained with an ejector is then 
expected to be somewhat less than that predicted by theory. In an 
actual ejector both the degree of completeness- of mixing and the fric-
tion losses increase with increase of ejector length. The pressure 
rise, however, is so affected by-these opposing factors as to produce 
an optimum length.  
The additional assumption of a uniform velocity distribution- - 
across the ejector area is postulated. Actually, the -air entering 
the mixing section is accelerated by contact with the high-velocity. 
exhaust-gas jet with the result that: the ejector cross-sectional area 
surr&-unding the jet is more effective in-conducting the mass , flow of 
gases. than the area adjacent to the walls. The effective flow area 
may be further decreased by the-increased flow resistance of the 
corner regions of the rectangular ejector';- Hence, -the observed pres-
sure rises will not be compatible with the theoretical pressure rises 
for an ejector of the same area. A- more. favorable' comDarison.is -----' 
possible with theoretical pressure rises for some arbitrrilyreduced 
area.-  
The expression for the pressure rise across the elec tor subject 
to the foregoing assumptions, as derived in the appendix, is givenby 
equation (19),  
(Ma Cpe T\












- Me	 C.a	 --
The symbols used in this equation are defined in the appendix.
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This equation will be considered as the general expression for 
evaluating the performance of the tested ejectors both with and with-
out a diffuser exit; for nondiffusing ejectors, the diffuser factor 
13 is equal to 0. 
If the difference in specific heat and gas constant of air and 
exhaust gas is neglected and ithe area of the exhaust-gas jet is small 
(that is, the factor,
 a accounting for the reduction of the ejector-
entrance area due to the presence of the exhaust-gas jet is unity) 
equation (19) may be simplified to 
	
MV	 M	 M i
	 M T"/' 
eee	
(20) 
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which may be expressed as 
•	 MV
	 (Me \2 i /M T0\ 
=	 +1 
A2	 \A2 / a Ve T) 
In the range of ejector operation of practical interest in the 
present application, the use of equation (20) introduces slight devi-
ations from the pressure rises predicted by equation (19). 
If 'a nondiffusing or straight ejector is first considered, 
inspection of the general equation indicates that the pressure rise 
is a function of several variables; namely, area of ejector, mass-
flow rate and mean effective velocity of exhaust-gas jet, mass-flow 
ratio of air to exhaust gas v1a/Me,, 3ensity of air, and temperature 
ratio of exhaust gas to air, in the pesent application all of the' 
variables except ejector area are specified or are known from the 
desired engine oporating OOflditlOfl2, The mass-flow rate of exhaust 
gas is spedified by engine power and the imss-f low rate of cooling 
air is known from the cooling ch.ractoristios of the engine. (Pep-
resentative values of Ma/Me lie bween d and S.) The temperature 
and the density of the ar ars det rind by the e.jector-inlet con- 
ditions. A roro ntat.ve value of 1503 0
 F nay be used for the 
temperature of tho exhsb gas inasmuch as large vurialions from 
this value have inappreciable eftoct upon the rults, The velocity 
of the exhaust-gas jet is deter id by the engilie operating con-
ditions and by the area of the exhazst-gas nozzle. For maximum 
ejector performanso, small nozzle areas are indcated; the minimum 
nozzle area is, however,, limited by consid€:raion of engine-power 
loss. Reference 8 provides information for deter:aining the minimum 
permissible nozzle area and also the mean effective exhaust-gas
6
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velocity from the engine operating conditions. The mean effective 
velocity is the value obtained by dividing the average exhaust-gas 
thrust, as measured with a target, by the average mass-flow rate of 
exhaust gas; hence, it is directly applicable to the ejector equation. 
When the values of the
I
 foregoing variables are inserted in the 
general equation, the 'pressire rise is reduced to a function of the 




where Cl and Op are constants.  
For a diffuser ejector this equation is modified sim ply by a 
reduction in the absolute value of the negative term to an extent 
determined by the-expansion ratio of the diffuser. 
The theoretical curves were obtained from equation (19). In 
the calculation of the theoretical curves for comparison with the 
test results, the following values were used: 
Mass-flow rate of exhaust gas, pounds per minute .........S 
Mean effective exhaust-gas velocity (obtained from 
reference 8 for the 2.6 sq.in . nozzle area and the 
atmospheric exhaust used), feet per second .........125 
Density of the air (atmospheric), slug per cubic foot . 0.00232 
Temperature of exhaust gay, OF ................1500 
Temperature of air (average value maintained throughdut 
the, tests), OF .........................
Specific heat of exhaust gas, Btu per pound per OF ........0.29 
Specific heat of air, Btu per pound per
. 
OF .......	 . 0.24 
Gas constant of exhaust gas, foot-pounds per pound per °F 	 . 56.4
Gas constant of air, foot-pounds per pound per OF ......53.3 
Diffuser-loss coefficient 	 ..................0.15 
The performance of ejectors of. various area was then calculated 
for a range of Ma/Me' from 3 to 16. 
APPARATUS AND METHODS 
The test-engine setup and the auxiliary equipment used for this 
investigation are shown in figure 1 and the arrangement of the appa-
ratus is further indicated diagrammatically in figure . The single-
cylinder test engine was an 1820-G engine modified to operate with
/
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only one cylinder. The air-cooled cylinder was enclosed in a 
sheet-metal jacket open at the front and connected at the rear to a 
motor-,driven'-centrifugal blower that provided the necessary engine 
cooling air. An electric dynamometer was used to load the engine 
and to measure the engine torque. Engine speed was measured by an 
electrically operated revolution counter and a stop watch 
The charge-air weight flow of the engine was measured by a thin-
plate orifice installed according to A.S'.M.E. standards. A surge 
tank was provided between the engine and the orifice to damp out 
pulsations. Upstream and differential pressures at the orifice were 
measured with a mercury and a water manometer, respectively. The 
fuel-flow measurements were 'obtained with a calibrated rotameter. 
The weight flow of the air pumped by ejector action was measured by 
means of a large intake-orifice pipe (reference 9); an alcohol micro-- 
manometer was used to indicate the small pressure drops across the 
orif ice plate. The dornstream, end of the orifice pipe was connected 
to a cylindrical surge tank with a' volume of approximately 90 cubic 
feet to which was attached an extension chamber with provision for 
mounting the various electors. The static pressure in thesurge 
tank and in the extension chamber was controlled by a butterfly, valve 
installed between the orifice pipe and the surge tank and was measured 
with a water manometer. 
The engine exhaust stack, consisting of 
a 251_inch_inside_ 
diameter pipe, was led through a flexible connection into the exten-
sion chamber and was provided with a
.
 flanged end to permit the'. attach-
ment of nozzles of various shape.'. The nozzle-exit area was 
2.5 square inches, calculated from reference 8, -for zero power loss 
at an engine speed of 2100rpm, 'a manifold pressure of 35 inches of 
mercury, and an exhaust pressure equal to that at sea level. The 
nozzle exits were centrally located in the convergent entrance sec-
tions of the ejector; their axial position was varied by spacers. 
Ejectors of rectangUlar cross section were chosen for the tests 
despite the inherently greater strength and stability of the circular 
form. This choice was ,prompte by consideration of the aerodynamic 
aspects' of an actual ejector installation on a conventional cowl 
where approximately rectangular shape would permit more efficient 
utilization of available"space.  
Each ejector was 'composed ,of a convergent entrance section and 
a constant-area mixing section; theaddition of a diffusing-exit 
section to the mixing 'section formed a diffuser 'ejector. The con-
vergence of the entrance section and the divergence of the exit sec-
tion were confined only to the vertical plane; this procedure was 
dictated by consideration of space limitations in an actual instal-
lation.
I
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For a given ejector area, the entrance sections were constructed 
with a ratio of entrance .area to ejector area of 3.06. The lengths 
of these entrance sections were equal to the lengths of a 600 right 
conical section of the same entrance and exit areas. It was felt, 
from a consideration of the results of reference 4,' that this con-
figuration would permit the most economical space utilization without 
sacrifice in ejector pe'formance. Mounting plates were weldedto 
the entrance sections to provide attachment to the surge-tank exten-
sion chamber. 
The diffusing-exit sections were built with an included angle 
of 12°. Reference 10 indicates that a negligible increase in shock 
loss above minimum value is incurred with this expansion: angle for 
rectangular diffusers with single-plane divergence. 
Table I presents a summary of the ejector configurations tested 
and figure 3 indicates the details and terminology of a representative 
ejector. The configurations are divided into two general groups: 
First, straight ejectors consisting of converging entrance section 
and constant-area mixing 'eection and, second, diffuser ejectors con-
sisting-of diverging exit sections appended: to the straight ejectors. 
Straight-section areas of: 20, :25, 30, and 50 square inches were 
investigated over a range of over-all length from 6 to 36 inches for 
both groups. Diffusing exits were tested in lengths of 6, 12, and, 
for a few cases, 18 inches. In regard to the maximum length tested, 
no attempt was made to cover the range of length required to obtain 
maximum ejector performance for all areas investigated. Instead, 
the lengths were limited to values that were considered compatible 
with available space on conventional aircraft power-plant installa-
tions. ' Anejector aspect ratio of 3 (the ratio of the larger to the 
smaller dimension of the rectangular straight section) was arbitrarily 
chosen for most of the tests from a rough consideration of how' the 
ejectors might be installed on the periphery of the nacelle of a 
radial engine. A few tests, however, were conducted with ejector 
aspect ratios of 1 and 5 for comparative purposes.. The exhaust-
nozzle aspect ratio was varied with each ejector area in an effort 
to obtain improved performance; the total - range covered extended from 
a square nozzle to a wide flat nozzle with an aspect ratio of about 
40. In a number of tests the lootion of the nozzle exit was varied 
from a central axial position ' in the ejector-entrance section to a 
position farther back.  
In addition to the foregoing simple ejectors, tests were con-
ducted with severat special arrangements shown in table II. The 
25-square-inch ejector was divided into two equal ejectors by the 
installation of a dividing plate throughout its length. For this 
arrangement the exhaust stack was branched into two identical
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nozzles, each with an exit area of half that of an ordinary nozzle. 
These nozzles were centrally located in the divided ejector-entrance 
section. Tests.were conducted to determine whether the increased 
length-hydraulic, diameter ratio for the same over-all length and 
total area would improve the performance. One multistage ejector, 
consisting of three straight ejectors in a series, was tested. This 
ejector was constructed at approximately the proportions recommended 
in reference 4. 
Inasmuch as application of ejectors to an aircraft installation 
might require some bends or curves along the ejector length, several 
tests were made with single- and reverse-curved 'lengths inserted in 
the mixing section of the 30-square-inch ejectors. 
During the initial phase of the investigation, the ejector 
characteristics were determined over a range of engine powers. The 
limitations of the setup did not permit engine operation above atmos-
pheric manifold pressure and above an engine speed of 2000 rpm, which 
gave a maximum engine power of 85 indicated horsepower. At a'fuel-
air ratio of 0.08, these operating conditions resulted in an exhaust-
gas, mass-flow rate of 8 pounds per minute. 'At an appreciably lower 
power output, the performance of the ejectors was of no practical 
interest; hence, most of the tests were conducted at the maximum 
obtainable engine power. For each ejector combination tested, the 
pressure rise across the ejector, that is, the difference in surge-
tank' and atmospheric pressures., was varied from the minimum to the 
maximum obtainable in four or five stops by mean 's of the butterfly' 
valve. The'quantity of air pumped was measured at each condition. 
DISCUSSION 
Straight ejectors. - The performance of the straight or constant-
area ejectors is shown In figure 4, where the rise in pressure across 
the ejector Is plotted against Ma/Me. Ejector details and termin-
ology are shown in figure 3. Experimental results are presented for 
ejectors with an aspect ratio of 3, with areas of 20, 25, 30, and 
50 square inches, and over a range of ejector length for an exhaust- 
nozzle area of 2.6 square inches and engine operating c.ondItions of 
•	 85 indicated horsepower, engine speed of 2000 rpm, and fuel-air ratio 
of 0.08. The mass-flow rate of exhaust gas for these conditions was 
8 pounds per minute. The exit' aspect ratio of the exhaust nozzle 
•	 .	 used with the ejector of 50-square-inch area was'about three times 
, that of the nozzles used with the other ejectors. The wide nozzle 
was chosen in this case in order to distribute the exhaust jet across 
the ejector area and thus to provide mixing comparable with that 
'obtained with the other ejectors. Theoretical curves obtained from
10
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equation (19) are included, for comparison. Theoretical curves for 
90 percent of the actual area gave the best all around agreement with 
the experimental results for all the straight ejectors. For a given 
area the 'ores-sure rise resulting from ejector action decreases as the 
quantity of air pumped is increased. An increase in area increases 
the range of mass-flow operation. The experimental curves are similar 
to the analytical curves and ap proach them in magritudo for, the ejec-
tors of longer 1ngth. 
In figure 5 the results of figure 4 are cross-plotted against the 
length of ejector expressed in hydraulic diameters L/Dh for an 
Ma/Me of 6. The optimum length was reached for the 20-square-inch 
ejector at an L/Dh of about 8 but the performance was not appreciably 
improved with an increase in length above an L/Dh of 6. The declining 
rate of increase cf pressure rise with increase in length is explained 
by the opposing effects of Increasing friction losses and more complete 
mixing benefits. The results for the ejectors of 25- and 30-square-inch 
area show that optimum lengths were not attained; the curves have started 
to level off, however, at an L /Dh ' of about 6 or 7. Greater lengths 
than these tested would very likely have resulted in improved performance 
for ejectors of larger area; as previously explained, the maximum lengths 
used were limited by practical considerations of installations on air-
craft. 
A comparison of the performances of ejectors of various area in 
figure 4 indicates that the optimum area depends on Ma/Me- With 
increasing Ma/Me, maximum obtainable pressure rise is realized with 
the larger area ejectors tested. Paired curves of pressure rise against 
ejector area are cross-plotted from figure 4 on figure 6 for values of 
Ma/Me of 6 and 9, which are representative of the range of cooling-air 
requirement of modern aircraft engines. Only theoretical curves for 
90 percent of the actual area are included for comparison; the full-
area theoretical curves are omitted for clarity. The experimental and 
theoretical curves are similar in shape and exhibit fair agreement in 
magnitude at the large areas. Serious discrepancies, however, exist at 
the small areas; the theory predicts appreciably higher pressure rise 
and ezafler optimum- area than obtained by experiment. For example, at 
an Ma/M0 of 6, optimum area for the ejector of 30-inch length was' 
observed at about 27 square inches with a pressure rise of 3.8 inches 
of water, whereas theory predicts the optimum area to be about .20 
square inches with a pressure rise of 5.4 inches of water. This behav-
ior is not without precedent; F1ge1 (reference U) indicated that the 
minimum cross-sectional area required for steady-flow application has 
been found by experience to be from 30 to 50 percent greater than that 
prescribed by theory.
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Diffuser ejectors. - The performances of ejectors with 6- and 
12-inch diffusing exits are shown in figures 7 and 8, respectively. 
The results are plotted in the same manner and for the same engine_ 
conditions as for the straight ejectors. The theoretical and 
experimental performance is seen to be essentially of the same nature 
as that noted for the straight ejectors. The values of pressure rise 
observed, however, for ejectors with 6-inch diffusers are from I.	 1 1/2 inch to 2 inches of water greater than those obtained with the 
straight ejectors of similar area and over-all length and for the 
same range of Ma/Me. For the ejectors with 12-inch diffusers the 
values of pressure rise are from 1/2 inch to 3 inches' of water 
greater than those for corresponding straight. ejector. In addition 
to the increased pressure rise or improved pumping performance 
obtained with diffusing exits, it is seen that they extend the range 
of ejector operation to higher values of Ma/Me than achieved with 
straight ejectors. 
The agreement between theoretical and experimental curves is of 
the same order as that existing for the straight ejectors; but, in 
several instances at low Ma/Me, the observed values of pressure 
rise exceeded those predicted by theory. Theoretical curves for 
85 percent of the actual area were found, however, to give best all 
around improvement in the agreement between calculated and experi-
mental results for all the diffuser ejectors tested. 
The effect of length of straight section on the performance of 
diffuser ejectors is seen from figures. 7 and 8 to beof the same 
nature as noted for straight ejectors. Of further interest is the 
relative performance of various combinations of diffuser and straight 
section of different length. In figure 9(a), curves of 25-square-inch 
ejectors.with 6-, 12-,,and 18-inch diffusers and with a 6-inch straight 
section are plotted for comparison. In figure 9(b) these results and 
those for various lengths of straight section with a 6-inch diffusing 
exit from figure 7(b) arecross-plotted against over-all ejector 
length for an Ma/Me of 6. All the diffuser sections were constructed 
with the same divrgence angle; hence, th longer-length. d.iffusers 
correspondingly incorporate greater expansion ratios. The improved 
Performance of the straight sections of longer length with the 6-inch 
diffuser over that of thestraight section. 6 inches 'in length.with 
larger diffusers indicates the advantage of adequately long straight 
mixing sections. The importance of this consideration is further 
emphasized in fIgure 10 where the performance curves of various cem- 
binations of ejectors of 24inch over-all length and 25-square-inch 
area are grouped (fig. 10(a)) . and are plotted .against respective 
lengths of component straight.and diffuser sections for values of
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Ma/Me of 6 and 9 (fig. 10(b)). The most advantageous utilization 
of the 24-inch over-all length is realized with a combination of a 
straight section of about 16-inch length-and a diffuser of about 
8-inch length. This combination is not critical, however, and has 
little advantage over 24-inch löngth ejectors composed of 6- to 
18-inch straight sections and 18- to 6-inch diffusers. The combi-
nation of longest straight section and shortest diffuser that will 
not impair performance is desirable from considerations of exit-area. 
With the long ejectors of the same over-all length the larger 
expansion-ratio diffusers are advantageous; for example, in figures 7(b) 
and. 8(b), the pressure rise observed for an Ma/Me of 6 with the 
24S + 12D ejector was 6.0 inches of water as compared. with a pressure 
rise of 5.2 inches of water for the 30S + 6D ejector. 
Various aircraft manufacturers have proposed augmenting engine 
cooling by the use of extremely short ejectors consisting of no more 
than individual exhaust stacks ejecting into the space between the 
cowl flaps arid, engine nacelle. Furthermore, results of unpublished 
tests comparing such installations with conventional installations 
of exhaust-collector rings are cited by them wherein the pseudo- 
ejector arrange-merit appreciably improved engine cooling. 
In this connection it is interesting to note that short ejectors 
are relatively ineffectual in piping action; for example, a 
ES + ED ejector of 25-square-inch area provides .a pressure rise of 
about 2.0 inches of water at an Ma/Me of 6. Part of the improve-
ment in engine cooling that resulted from change-over ofcollector-
ring to individual-stack arrangement may have been due to the con-
comitant cleaning up of the space behind the engine in addition to 
ejector. action. 
As previously discussed, the reduced-area concept improves the 
agreement between experiment and theory. The performance of the 
24-inch straight-section ejectors with 6- and 12-inch diffusing exits 
is cross-plotted against mixing-section area for Ma/Me of 6 and S 
in figures 11 and 12. Only the 85-percent-rcduced.-area theoretical 
curves are included for comparison; the full-area theoretical curves 
are omitted for clarity. The trends of the experimental curves and 
their agreement with .the'ory is seen to be similar to that of the 
straight ejectors; a largediscrepancy still exists at the small 
areas. 
In order to obtain an over-all comparison of the performance of 
straight and diffuser ejectors, fi.gures 6, 11, and 12 are combined. 
and. replotted in figure 13 with exit area instead of mixing-sction 
area as the abscissa. The advantage of the 12-iich diffuser over
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the 6-inch diffuser and of the 6-inch diffuser over the straight 
ejector as regar&siaximuni performance is clearly demonstrated; the 
tendency of the curves to cross at the--mall areas may, however,...-. 
reverse the relative performance. It . is. also recalled,;- from previous 
discussion, that the benefits of the large diffusers will not be 
realized.. without . suffici'ent"Iongth° dfmixing section. 
Curved ejectors. - The effect of bends 'in the miirig section of 
an ejector of 30-square-inch area with 12-inch diffusing exit is 
shown in figure 14, whore porfoiance curves are preaented for a 
30-inch straight mixing lcñgt1; a 36,-inch 'mixing '1eith 'thich , Included 
a 6-in length 15° bend), and a 42-inch mixing length (winch lnclDded 
two 6-in, length' revCrse15 9
 bends)'. The details of thee curved, 
ejectors are shown in table II No significant variation in per-
formance among the arrangements is apparent. Although the observed 
lack of depreciation in, performance with addition of bends may be due 
to compensation of bend.,
 loss with mixing-length gain, figure 8(c) 
indicates that the gains from increased, mixing length above 30 inches 
are negligible It thus appears that slight curvature in the ojector 
mixing section has little, ii any; unfavorable effects upon perform-
ance.	 '	 '	 .,	 •:''' 
Ejector aspect ratio. - Although the investigation ofbjector 
aspect ratio was not complete, the results of the few tests made on 
this phase of the 'problem are..'pi'esonted.. ' In'.figure 15 the effect 
of aspect ratio is obtained by comparison of 'the perfoiance of the 
30-square-inch ejector of . 3 and. 5 aspect ratio and of 'the 25-square" 
inch ejectors of 1 and 3 aspect ratio. 
The performance of ejectors of aspcct'itIo 3 appears to he" 
slightly better than those of aspect ratio 5 for. the same nozzle of 
exit-area aspect ratio of 15.8.' A1thuh an ejector of aspect.
 
ratio 3. was observed to be better' than anejecor of aspect ratio 1, 
part of the improved perforiance may be -attributed to the fact that 
different exhaust nozzles were used with the 25-square-inch ejector's 
undergoing comparison. The square exhaust nozzle used with the 
ejector of aspect ratio 1 is not, as will be discussed.. 1ate1' as 
effective as a flat nozzle, of the.typa used with the' 'eject or.of. 
aspect ratio 3. It is considered; theref6rC,'thatthe actual advan-
tage of aspect ratio 3 is slight 
The effect of aspect ratio on ejctor 'action may be considered' 
in terms of length-hydral)flC..diametor ratio because, for constant 
area, change in 'aspect ratio changes the'hydraulic 'diarneter and, 
therefore, for a given length; 'ch'angosthe L/Ph
.
 ' Thus the small 
mprovenicnt in performance obtained bj'increaCin the aspect. ratio 
from 1 to 3 may be thought of as beir,g:.due to inCreed mixing effi- 
ciency resulting from increase in' L/Dh ..and the 'sixbsoqueflt slight
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depreciation in performanco with further increase of aspect ratio as 
being the result of Increased friction effects overcompensating the 
benefits of improved mixing.
	 . 
Divided ejectors. .The tests of the divided ejectors (5e 
table II) were an extnsion of the investigation of ejector aspect:: 
ratio and were: prompted by the idea that improved performanc.e of 
short-length ejectors. could:. be. obtained by decreasing the hydraulic 
diameter and consequently increasing the L/Dh In figure 16 the 
results of the divided 2-square-inch ejector are compared with those 
of the simple or undivided ejectors of 25-square-inch area and aspect 
ratio of 3.Despite the. 25-pei'ceit smaller hydraulic diu.meter and 
the greater L/Dh of-the divided ejectors, their performance was 
poorer than that of the undivided ejectors. The depreciation in 
performance may have been caused by additional losses incurred in the 
branched exhaust nozzle and by increased friction effects. 
Multistage ejgtors. .- Figure 17 illustrates the performance of 
the multistage ejector, the physical details df which are given in 
table II. The proportions were arrived at from consideration of 
the recommendations of reference 4. Included for comparison Is the . 
performance curve of the 24$ + 12D ejector of 30-square-inch area and 
aspect ratio of 3, the over-all length and exit area of which corre-
sponds closely to that of the multistage ejector. 
The multistage ejector exhibits poorer performanôe than the 
single-stage-diffuser ejector over a great part of the Ma/Me. range 
but appears to-be slightly better at the high end of the range. It 
time apears that the multistage ejector is better adapted to appli-
cations requiring high flows; this conclusion cannot, however, be 
considered general inasmuch as only one multistage arrangement was 
tested.	 .	 .	 .	 .. 
Nozzle-exit aspect ratio. - During the course of the investi-
gation, exhaust nozzles of various aspect ratio and of 2.6-square- 
inch exit area were tested with several of the different area're ejectors. 
Some representative results illustrating the effect of no
	 asect 
ratio are plotted in figure 18(a). The performance of the eject I ors 
of 25-square-1nch area and aspect ratio of 1 with nozzles of: asect 
ratio of 7 (4 in. by 39/64 in) is better than the same ejectors 
with nozzles of aspect ratio of 1 (i in. by i in.). Comparison 
of the results of ejectors of 30-square-inch area andas'ect.ratio 
of 5 shows the 15.8 aspect-ratio nozzle (6 16 in. by 13/32 in.) to-be' . 
better than the 41.7 aspect-ratio nozzle (l04 in. by 1/4 in.) and
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the performanow of the ejectors of 30-square-Inch area,-and aspect 
ratio of 5, indicates a slight advantage of the 12 aspect-ratio 
nozzle (5	 in. by 15/32 In.) over that of the 15.8 aspect-ratio 
nozzle. It thus appears that flattening out the exhaust nozzle to 
a certain extent provides improved ejector performance but that 
excessive flattening results in depreciated performance. 
The improved performance with the wide exhaust nozzle is 
undoubtedly due to the better mixing resulting from the increased 
surface area of the exhaust jet. The reason for the falling off in 
performance with the extremely wide nozzle Is not readily apparent. 
There is a very good possibility that the cross-sectional area of 
.the extrmly wide nozzles may have appreciably increased during 
oei'at±on 001 to the action of the high-pressure, high-temperature 
exhaust gas. The larger area would, of course, decrease the jet 
momentum and hence decrease the ejeator:perorrrianec. Although pre-
cautions in the form of reinforcing bands and through-rivets were 
• taken to voi enlargement, only a slight bulging would cause a large 
• increase i, area for the-wide flat nozzles. Inasmuch as the prac-
ticability ofextremely wide exhaust nozzles was uestionable because 
of their 1uhorent structural weakness, further tests-with additional 
precautions to maintain the desired cross-soctional.area with these 
nozzles were not conducted 
• . It is bIiëved that, in general, increase in surface area of the 
primary, jet will improve the performance of ejectors provided that 
the cross-Ectjonal area is not increased 
Nozzle-exit location. - A''few tets were made with the exhaust-
nozzle exit .Locatd 1 inch upstream of the canter of the ejector 
entrance 'section. The WWI 0± lIJEIO	 era comparod in fig-
ure 18(b) with the results obtahoI 00 its uoc1e in the central 
position. No significant diff:'e.aca in :orffisnae is indicated. 
Ejector erformanceahic1 	 engiaenover. - Although the 
maximum- engine, power at which eperasntal results were obtained was 
limited to cruise value (85 indicated horsepower corresponding to a 
mas$-flow rate of exhaust gas .
 . Me of, 6 pounds per minute), theoret 
• ical ejector performance at. high power should be.. considered. 
For purposes of illustration., calculatiotis were made for an Me 
of 12 pounds per minute, which corresponds to about rated power. 
The mean effective exhaust-gas velocity was taken at 1950 feet per 
second as obtained from reference 8 for .the-s 	 exhaust-nozzle area 
as used In the tests (2.6 sq in.). The results of the calculations 
are shown in figure 19(a) where pressure rise is plotted, against
16
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ejector area for an Ma/Me of 6 for cases of straight, 6-Inch dif-
fuser, and 12-inch diffuser ejectors. The previously considered 
theoretical curves for Me of 8 pounds per minute are included for 
comparison. Similar sets of curves are presented in figure 19(b) 
for an Ma/Me Of 9. 
The curves for an Me of 12 pounds per minute are similar to 
those for an Me of 8 pounds per minute except for higher values of 
pressure rise. If the large difference in pressure rise obcurring 
at the small areas is neglected, an Increase in pissue.rise from 
2 to 342 inches of water Is indicated for the high-power condition for 
an Ma/Me of 6 and an increase in pressure rise from '2 to 3 inches 
of water
,
 for an Ma/Me of 9. It is. noted that the performance 
curves for an Me of 12 pounds per minute peak at larger area than 
do the curves for an 'Me of 8 pounds per minute. 
It is appreciated that the peak values 'of pressure rise indicated 
by theory will be as unattainable in practice for' an Me of 12 pounds 
per minute as they were observed to be for, an Me. of 8 pounds per 
minute. It is reasonable to asse,, however, that the actual dif' 
fere'nce in performance between .operation at an Me of 12 pounds per 
minute and an Me of 8. pounds per minute will closely approximate 
the theoretical differences previously noted. These values will 
probably be somewhat decreased owing to the large friction at the 
higher power. In addition, it is expected that the actual areas 
yielding optimum performance will-be larger than. corresponding areas 
for the low power condition.	 . 
Altitude Derformance. - The performance of ejectors. at altitude 
is of interest. In lieu of experimental results, theOretical values 
have been considered. in order to indicate the trends of ejector per-
formance with variation in altitude. . In figure 20, the variation 
of pressure rise with ejector area is sho for pressure altitudes at 
sea level, 15,000 feet, and 30,000 feet. The curves were calculated 
for an exhaust-nozzle exit area of 2.6 sq uare Inches, an exhaust-gas 
mass-flow rate of 12 pounds per minute, an Ma/Me of 8, and for 
straight and 12-inch-length diffuser ejectors. The ejector air tem-
perature was arbitrarily assumed constant at 750 F. The peak pres-
sure rise of the ejectors decreases with increase Inaltitude and 
occurs at larger values of 1 area; the second effect, is more marked for 
the nondiffusing ejectors. In the practical range beyond the peak 
values, altitude produces but slight change in ejector-performance. 
Use of the nozzle of exit area of 2.6 square inches, designed 
for zero power loss at sea level, will incur an engine power loss
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with increase in altitude. A larger nozzle, designed for zero power 
loss at earticular conditions of power and altitude, will not produce 
as large oector pressure rises as indicated in figure 20, but the 
relative ejector performance at different altitudes will be similar. 
StJMMAY OF PESULTS 
From tests of rectangular ejectors, actuated by the exhaust of 
an 1820-G single-cylinder engine operating with an exhaust-gas mass-
flow rate of 8 nounas per minute corresponding to cruise power of 
85 indicated horsepower through a nozzle with an exit area of 
2.6 square inches, it was found that: 
1. Ejector pressure rise increased with decrease in quantity 
of air punped. 
2. Ejector performance increased at a diminishing rate with 
increase in length. Lengths of about 6 •or 7 dicmeters, although not 
optimum, constituted adequate practical values. 
3. For given operating COfldjtiOfls an optimum ejector area 
existed, the value of which increased with increase in mass-flow 
ratio. At the test conditions bet performance with straight ejec-
tors was indicated at an area of about 27 square inches for a mass-
flow ratio of 6 and at an area of about 30 square inches for a mass-
flow ratio of 9. For an 'ejector 30 inches in length, the pressure 
rises were 3.6 inches of water and 2.0 inches of water, respectively. 
4. Diffuser-exit sections considerably improved the performance 
of the ejectors; the use of a diffuser of 12-inch length and 
187-area ratio attached to a straight section of 24-inch legth and 
25-square-inch area resulted in a pressure rise of 6 inches of water 
for a mass flow of air representative of cooling requirements (6 times 
the mass flow of engine exhaust gas). Although this gain was 
obtained at the expense of increased exit area, the performance of 
diffuser ejectors was also better than that of straight ejectors for 
the same exit area and over-all length. 
S. Ejector cross-sectional aspect ratio had small effect; with 
the exhaust-gas nozzles used, ejectors of aspect ratio of 3 gave 
slightly improved performance over those with aspect ratio of 1 and 5. 
6. The performance of divided ejectors formed by insertion of 
an axial separating plate in a 25-square-inch ejector actuated by 
flow from a forked exhaust-gas nozzle was poorer than the performance 
of the original undivided ejector.
18
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7. A three-stage ejector exhibited poorer pumping character-
istics than a single-stage diffuser ejector of the same over-all 
length and exit area. 
S. The inclusion of 150 single and reverse bends in the mixing 
section of an ejector did not noticeably impair its performance. 
9. Flattened exhaustgas nozzles with cross-sectional aspect 
ratio of approximately 12 to 15 provided better ejector performance 
than nozzles of either smaller or larger aspect ratios. 
10. Simple steady-flow ejector theory predicted performance of 
straight and diffuser ejectors in fair agreement with experimental 
resultsover the range Of ejector configuration tested; peak values 
of pressure rise predicted at small ejector areas were unattainable. 
Optimum ejector-area values prescribed by theory were. smaller than 
indicated by test. 
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland, Ohio.
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APPENDIX - DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS

Symbols 
M average mas rate of gas flow, (slugs)/(sec) 
V average gas velocity, (ft)/(sec) 
V mean effective gas velocity, (ft)/(sec) 
p	 static pressure, (lb)/(sq. ft) 
A	 ejector cross-sectional area, (sq . ft) 
A5
 cross-sectional area of exhaust-gas jet at section 1, (sq ft) 
P	 density of gas, (slugs)/(cu ft) 
E gas constant, (ft-ib)/(slug)(°P) 
T gas temperature, (°F absolute) 
C	 specific heat at constant pressure, (Btu)/(slug)(°F) 
kd loss coefficient in diffuser 
L	 straight-mixing-section length of ejector,(in.) 




cc factor accounting for reduction of ejector-entrance area due to 
flA(A -2A) 
presence of exhaust-gas jet _2 2 
L (A2 - Ae)2J 
•	 /A2 . 
!3 diffuser factdr 1 - I	 - lcd (1 - - 
L	 \A 3 )	 Aj 
Subscripts: 
a with reference to cooling air 
e with reference to exhaust gas 
ni with reference to mixture
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0 ,entrance to. convergent section of ejector 
1 entrance to straight mixing section 
2 exit of straight mixing-section or entrance to diffuser 
3 exit of diffusing section 
Simplified Analysis 
The basic principlee of the ejector imnp are elementary; a 
rigorous analysIs of the processes involved is, however, extremely 
om:licated. Although existing analyses incorporate, of necessity, 
simplifyThg assumptions, the final equations are rather unwieldy and 
not in a form readily applicable to an investigation of ejectors 
actuated by the exhaust gas of an aircraft engine. 
The simplified analysis that follows considers the effect of per-
tinent variabl1es and predicts performance in terms of known engine 
quantities. The pressure rise across the ejector is obtained as a 
function of the mass-flow rate of air pumped-, the ejector cross-. 
sectional area, and the mass-flow rate and velocity of exhaust gas 
available. 
The effect of the pulsating exhaust gas is taken into account by 
the use 
of 
an effective exhaust-gas velocity Ve introduced in refer- 
encO 8 as that equivalent velocity which, when multiplied by the steady-
flow average mass-flow rate of exhaust gas, would produce the average 
momentum obtained by thrust measurements.- In view of the complicated-
nature of the pulsating air and the mixture flow and their dependence 
upon Ma/Me ejector dimensions, and. engine operating conditions, 
steady-flow values are assumed. 
Straight _ejectors . - A uniform velocity distribution, and. complete 
mixing are assumed. at station 2. (See fig. 3.) If the laws of con-
servation of momentum and conservation of mass are applied between 
stations 1 and 2 and if friction is neglected, the following equation 
may be written	 - 
MeVe 1• MaVa1 + p1A1 (Ma M) VM2 + P2	 (i)
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If the equation is rearranged and the pressure rise across the mixing 
section wherein Al = A 2
 is solved. 
MeVe MaVa1	 (Ma + Me) 1Tfl1	 (2) 
	
A + A2 -	 A 








where A. is the cross-sectional area of the exhaust-gas jet in 
section 1. The pressure differences existing throughout the ejec-




niay be taken as equal to
	 or simply as P a , and in o 









(Ma +M ) 2Rn,T	 (s), 
A2	 PaA2 (A2 - -e)
	 A22 a JaTa 
If Bernoulli's equation is applied between sections 0 and 1 and 
the air velocity at section 0 is assumed to be equal to zero, 
Pl =Po Pa lTa	 -
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The pressure rise from 0 to 2 is obtained, from equations (s) and (6) 
MV	 M2	 M2	 (M+M)2RT 
ee	 a	 a	 - a e	 mm	 () 
	
2	 °	 A2	 Pa2(A2p)	 2Pa(A2' Ae )2	 A22 Pa PaTa 
which may be written 
	





= (A 2 A)2 
is the factor accounting for the reduction in available area for air 
flow in section 1 due to the :presence of the exhaust-g.s jet. For 
practical cases A s is email relative to A7 and	 . may be taken 
as unity.
and TM may be expressed in terms of the properties and tem-
peratures of the air and the exhaust gas. 
From the general energy equation, neglecting the kinetic-energy 
terms, there is obtained
C 
( Ma + M9 ) Cp Tm = Ma cpa Ta + Me Cpe Te	 (9) 
The specific heat of the gas mixture is given by 
(Ma/1"e) c	 + C Pa	 e	 (io) 
PM 
-
 (M a /M e ) +JT
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Similarly, the gas constant 6f-the gas mixture i given by 
( Ma/Me) Ra + 20 
-	 (Ma/1'1e)+1 




_^ i\ f '
C	 T \ 
RmTm Ea, \Me 0D	 Ta,,!
(12) 
RaTa Ma / ,'	 a e	 - ( — +1 • 
\Me	 / \\Me 
(—+---- 
CPaJ 
By substitution of equation (12) in equation (8) 
- i'4a	 -	 Te\j 
M 11	 /M ee M M  \ (M	 P \ +	 a - a/ _e 
2	 A2	 \A21
-
a Me 2 Me 
_(, e
a	 / \Me Ma	 CPe\\ L -	 (tie + C0
If the difference in specificheats and gab constants between air 
and exhaust gas is neglected and if the area of the exhaust-gas jet is 
small compared with the area of the ejector, equation (13) may be sim-
plified. to
MeVe 1Me\ 1 M 11 Ma (Ma \\ 	 / Me Te\l
 ) T_ T_	 M	 M	
- Fa)
(14) 
which may be written







Thus the pressure rise of the exhaust-gas ejector pump is given as the 
sin of two terms: (i) the exhaust-gas thrust per unit ejector area 
and (2) the product of the square of the mass-flow rate of exhaust gas 
per unit ejector area, the specific volume of air, and a function of -. 
(ii) 
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the mass-flow ratio and of the ratio of exhaust-gas temperature to air 
temperature. The second term is negative for all values of Ma/Me. 
With the range of variables encountered, the second term of the 
right side . of equation (14) is negative indicating the existence of 
an optimum-ejector area. 
•	 Diffuser exit. - Athlitiônof a diffusing exit to the straight 
• ejector permits conversion of part of the kinetic head into pressure 
head. The pressure rise attributable to the diffuser may e readily 
evaluated in terms of the pertinent factors already used. Applica-
tion of Bernoulli t s equation and the continuity equation between sec-
tions 2 and 3 and assumption of constant density gives the familiar 
diffuser equation
P 5 - P2	 m V2	
- 
The efficiency of pressure recovery of a diffuser is dependent upon 
both the expansion angle and the expansion ratio. Equation (16) is 
thus modified to 
P3 P2	 P	=m v2	
- 	
- ka l 
- 
where kd, the loss coefficient in the diffuser, is a function of 
diffuser angle. 
Substitution of the • expressions for Vm, P ,' and	 from 
2' m	 aa 
RmTm 
 
equations (3), (4), and (12) in equation (ri) gives
(16) 
(17) 
P3 - 2 2	
/A)2 kd a .f\ 
a/ 




(a	 Cp9 Te'J 
5 
)Me	 }j 
With addition of equation (18) to equation (is), the total pressure 
fise in an ejector (P3 - p0	 p) with a diffuser exit becomes






- Pe •e 
- M eVe. (e 1 Ma
	 Ma (Me	 (Ma R	 +Ta) 
- A	 2j
	








1 ^A 2^ 2	
kd l 
If the simplifying assumption made in going from equation (.13) to 
equation (14) is again applied, equation (19).reducestO 
M +(2	
^(?+ ( +)(i i)] (20Ta 
•	 Equation (19) or (20) may be considered the general equation for 
straight as well as .diffuser ejectors. For straight ejectors	 0 
and equation (19) reduces to equation (13) and equation (20) reduces 
to equation (14). The theoretical curves used in this report were 
calculated by means of equation (19); over the range of ejector oper-
ation of practical interest in the present application, use of the 
approximate equaicn (20) introduces negligible deviation from qua-
tion (19). (See/fig. 21,)
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MACA ARR No. E4E31	 Fig. I 
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Entrance	 mixing	 Diffusing 
section	 section section 
Figure 3.-. Ejector details and terminology. 
Ejector is specified as follows: 
Straight mixing-section area, square inches 
Aspect ratio of straight mixing section, zn/n 
Length of straight mixing section 5 9 inches 
Length of diffusing section D, inches 
For example, an ejector with a straight section of 
24 Inches and a diffusing section of 12 Inches would 




































NACA ARR No. E4E3I
	
Fig. 5 
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10
L/Dh 
Figure 5- Variation of pressure rise with length-hydraulic 
diameter ratio for straight ejectors actuated by exhaust 
of single-cylinder 	 engine. Aspect ratio, 3; ex-
haust-gas mass-flow rate, 8 pounds per minute; exhaust-
nozzle area, 2.6 square inches; fuel-air ratio, 0.08; 
indicated horsepower, 85; mass-flow ratio, 6. 
Fig. 6
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Figure 6.- Variation of pressure rise with ejector area for straight 
ejectors actuated by exhaust of single-cylinder 	 engine. 
Aspect ratio, 3; exhaust-gas mass-flow rate, B pounds per minute; 




















MACA ARR Ho. E4E3I
	 Fig. 7a,b,c,d 
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Me./Me 
(c) Area, 30 square inches; 	 (d) Area, 50 square inches; 
diffuser-area ratio, 1.40. 	 diffuser-area ratio, 1.31. 
Figure 7.- Performance curves for 6-inch diffuser ejectors actuated by 
exhaust of single-cylinder	 engine. Aspect ratio, 3; exhaust-
gas mass-flow rate, 8 pound per minute; exhaust-nozzle area, 2.6 
square inches; fuel-air ratio, 0.08; indicated horsepower, 85. 
For further details see table I.
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NACA ARR No. E4E31	 Fig. 9a,b 
0	 .6	 12	 .18	 24	 30	 36
Total ejector length, in. 
(b) Variable straight and diffuser lengths; 
mass-flow ratio, 6. 
Figure 9.- Effect of incremental straight and diffuser length on per-
formance of ejectors actuated by exhaust of single-cylinder 
engine. Area, 25 square inches; ejector aspect ratio, 3; exhaust-
gas mass-flow rat&, 8 pounds per minute; exhaust-nozzle area, 2.6 
square inches; exhaust-nozzle-exit aspect ratio, 12; fuel-air ratio, 
0.08; indicated horsepower, 85. For further details see table I. 
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Fig. IOa,b	 NACA ARR No. E4E31 
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Fig. Ii 
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Figure 11.— Variation of pressure rise with ejector area for 6—inch 
diffuser ejectors actuated by exhaust of single—cylinder 
engine. Aspect ratio, 3; exhaust—gas mass—flow rate, 8 pounds per 
rninute • exhaust—nozzle area,2.6 square inches; fuel—air ratio, 
0.08; indicated horsepower, 85.
Fig. 12
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Figure 12. — Variation of pressure rise with ejector area for 12—inch 
diffuser ejectors actuated by exhaust of single—cylinder 
engine. Aspect ratio, 3; exhaust—gas mass—flow rate, 8 pounds per 
minute • exhaust—nozzle area, 2.6 square inches; fuel—air ratio, 




















NACA ARR No. E4E31	 Fig. 15 
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Figure 15.- Effect of mixing-section aspect ratio on performance of 
ejectors actuated by exhaust of single-cylinder 	 engine. 
Exhaust-gas mass-flaw rate, 8 pounds per minute; exhaust-nozzle 
area, 2.6 square inches% fuel-air ratio, 0.08; indicated horse- 
power, 85. For further details see table I.
Fig. 16
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Figure 16. — Performance curves for divided ejectors actuated by
	
exhaust of single—cylinder 	 engine. Area, 25 square inches; 
aspect ratio, 3; exhaust—gas mass—flow rate, 8 pounds perminute; 
exhaust—nozzle area, 2.6 square inches; fuel—air ratio, 0.08; 
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Area, sq in. 
(b) 12—inch diffuser ejector.
_ 
Figure 20.— Theoretical variation of pressure rise with 
ejector area at various altitudes. Mass—flow ratio, 6; 




 air temperature, 750 F; exhaust— 
nozzle area, 2.6 square nches.
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Figure 21.— Comparison of theoretical performance of a 
12—inch diffuser ejector as predicted by equation (19) 
and approximate equation (20). Mass—flow ratio, 6; 
exhaust—gas temperature, 1500 0
 F; air temperature, 750 F; 
exhaust—nozzle area, 2.6 square inches. 
